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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is the recommended method of implementing a regular backup plan for aBI Application? 

A. Implement a BI application backup plan separate from other production applications. 

B. Back up the production application into the test environment. 

C. Copy the BI application to a duplicate environment. 

D. Integrate the BI application into existing production backup plans. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

When comparing two differently grained facts directly against one another, the developer must: 

A. either write a union query or two reports that roll both facts up to a common level 

B. either roll up the lower grained fact to the higher level or allocate the higher grained fact to thelower level 

C. declare determinants at multiple levels in the dimensions of a DMR Framework Managermodel 

D. ensure that all conformed dimensions shared by the facts have the same number of levels 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following describes the models contained in the \\'24 Ways\\' book referenced in the BIProfessional
Workshop course? 

A. Framework Manager models that map over an example normalized database, which one mightfind in a
manufacturing enterprise. 

B. Physical, star schema data models for constructing data marts for the various departments in ageneric business
enterprise. 

C. Logical models that contain dimensions and key tactical metrics for the various departments ina generic business
enterprise. 

D. Cognos 8 OLAP Modeler (Transformer) models that describe how to map data from amanufacturing database into a
PowerCube. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of the following is a critical component in delivering Corporate Performance Managementthroughout an
enterprise? 

A. Drill down from summary to detailed information within individual subject areas. 

B. Drill across from one subject area to another through conformed dimensions. 

C. Star schema data marts designed to facilitate analysis and reporting. 

D. Event management designed to monitor the status of Key Performance Indicators. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A multi-server installation ofCognos BImust be performed. 

Which of the following is a validstrategy for installing across multiple servers? 

A. Separate the gateway component from other server components to restrict report requestprocessing to the Web
server tier. 

B. Enable dedicated request processing, by installing a dispatcher in the Web server tier to act asa primary dispatcher
for routing requests to other dispatchers. 

C. Scale the system vertically by installing one instance of all Cognos 8 services on a largercomputer capable of
managing more concurrent request threads. 

D. Enable load balancing of requests for content management services by installing multipleinstances of Content
Manager. 

Correct Answer: B 
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